
Where else would you find a skyscraper garden, 
ugly fruit and veg, pixelated Norwegian banknotes 
and solar-powered recharging table than at the 
Design Museum’s Designs of the Year. The annual 
celebration of innovation, which attracts entries from 
around the world, exhibits 76 diverse projects,  
with winners announced on June 4.

A popular theme this year is revolutionary  
technology, from Google’s self-driving car and the 
Moocall calving text alert to 3D-printed limbs and  
a reimagined kettle that heats liquid directly in  
your mug. Hot stuff.

DESIGNS OF THE YEAR 2015
TO AUGUST 23

Design Museum, Bermondsey SE1
Adults £13, children £6.50
www.designmuseum.org

It’s been 10 years since Kazuo Ishiguro’s 
last novel, and, suprisingly, he’s returned with 
dragons, ogres and pixies. 

Escape the world of signal delays and crawling 
traffic with The Buried Giant (Faber & Faber, 
£20 hardback/audiobook, £8.55 kindle).
 
Or keep smiling, no matter what the transport 
gods bring, with comedian Richard Herring’s 
Leicester Square Theatre podcast, suggests 
@NancyDickie. 

“The only problem is I often have to switch off 
for fear of properly losing it laughing out loud!”

How are you livening up 
your commute? 

Let us know via 
Twitter @Move_To 

THE ART OF LIVING
MARIANkA SwAIN  shares her capital cultural highlights

COMMUTER 
CORNER

DOn’t miss
GRAND DESIGNS

With housing a key election pledge, and Boris 
Johnson naming London regeneration zones, 
the future of city living has become a hot-button 
issue. Offering an alternative view is new exhibition 
Urbanistas: Women Innovators in Architecture, Urban 
and Landscape Design at Roca London Gallery. 

It showcases five leading practitioners and creative 
thinkers: Alison Brooks of Alison Brooks Architects; 
Liza Fior and Katherine Clarke of Muf Architecture/
Art; Irena Bauman of Bauman Lyons Architects; 
Alessandra Cianchetta of AWP; and Johanna 
Gibbons of J&L Gibbons. 

“People tend to focus on the aesthetics of the 
end product, rather than the thought process of 
development,” explains curator Lucy Bullivant.  
“This is a marvellous profession for women, as urban 
design is more multidisciplinary than ever before - 
you need to have a holistic team approach and think 
in the round, not just focus on one form. Complex 
challenges demand a complex response.”

Through diagrams, photographs, models and short 
films, the exhibition champions melding old and 
new – “making the best of what we have, rather than 
creating ‘garden cities’ at vast expense,” says Lucy. 
A good example is Crest Nicholson’s Bath Riverside 

project converting a former industrial site into 
residential and commercial buildings and public 
spaces, where Alison Brooks’ contemporary homes 
cleverly reference the famous Bath crescents. 

“It’s not about living in the past, but evoking 
something iconic while innovating housing types,” 
notes Lucy. “If you look back through the centuries, 
we’re actually really good at mass-housing urban 
design. There’s no excuse for Noddy boxes!”

The key is smart integration: “Working closely with 
communities to develop sustainable infrastructure while 
conserving historical assets. That’s going to make 
housing more resilient going forward. More than 50% 
of the global population lives in ever-growing cities.  
We have to find imaginative ways to shape their future, 
and these ingenious women are leading the way.”

URBANISTAS: WOMEN INNOVATORS IN 
ARCHITECTURE, URBAN AND LANDSCAPE 
DESIGN
TO JUNE 27

Roca London Gallery, Chelsea SW6
Free entry
www.rocalondongallery.com

picK OF the mOnth
THE FEMALE GAZE
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One Central Park, Sydney, Australia, designed by Ateliers Jean Nouvel and Patrick Blanc

Bath Riverside by Alison Brooks Architects 
(From £999,000, Crest Nicholson - 01225 463 517)

Great escapes: join a literary 
genius in his fantasy world,  
or get some much-needed  
comic relief

Miito, designed by Nils 
Chudy, Jasmina Grase, 
Rebekka Mueller

Current Table designed by Marjan Van Aubel and Solaronix
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